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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The quest for understanding the fundamental nature of matter has a 
long history. In ancient India as well as at the time of ancient Greeks matter 
was thought to be made of indivisible particles called atoms. The structure 
of atom itself began to be revealed with the measurement of the electron's 
charge by J.J.Thomson. Soon Rutherford's alpha particle scattering exper-
iments established the existence of positively charged core of the atom -the 
nucleus. Further structure of the atom, i.e the neutronic constituent of the 
atomic nucleus, was identified by Chadwick [1, 2]. 
Even before these early atomic experiments revealed an unexpected rich-
ness in the structure of matter, theoretical physics had started growing up. 
Maxwell brought tdgether the key results of Coulomb, Ampere and Faraday 
into his 'unified' theory of electromagnetism. Maxwells equations also pre-
dicted the existence of electromagnetic waves which travel with the speed of 
light. In the meantime physicists began to realize that the classical physics 
of mechanics, thermodynamics and electromagnetism were unable to explain 
the constancy of speed of light and the interaction of light with matter. These 
two problems gave birth to Special Relativity and Quantum Mechanics. Max 
Planck in his attempt to explain the black body radiation introduced the con-
cept of 'quantum', according to which light can be emitted or absorbed by 
matter only in multiples of a quantum [3]. 
After the concept of 'quantum', a vast change occured in the appealing 
picture of atom. Earlier this picture had fundamental difficulties. By the 
classical theory of electrodynamics, all electric charges which experience an 
acceleration should emit electromagnetic radiation. This represents a loss of 
energy from the electrons, moving in orbits around the atomic nucleus. Thus 
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any electron should spiral down into lower orbit and finally into the nucleus 
itself. This 'radiation collapse' of atoms is an inescapable consequence of 
classical physics and represents failure of the theory in the atomic domain. 
It was Neils Bohr who suggested a new quantuni theory of atom which 
solved the above problem. Bohr proposed that atoms can exist only in dis-
crete quantum states, separated from each other by finite energy differences, 
and when in these quantum states, the atoms do not radiate continuously as 
they would from the classical viewpoint. Thus we had a new perspective of 
physics -the quantum theory. 
Another conceptual advance in quantum theory came from de Broglie who 
proposed that electrons, which had been regarded as point particles, could 
infact behave like extended waves undergoing diffraction and interference 
phenomena. Thus matter had dual nature so electromagnetic radiation also 
behaves as particles and particles behave as waves. 
Following on directly from de Broglie's ideas, Schrodinger developed the 
idea of particle waves into a mathematical framework called wave mechanics. 
Thus more satisfactory description of physical world required wave mechan-
ics or quantum mechanics rather than classical mechanics. Moreover just like 
classical mechanics and electrodynamics this new mechanics Should reconcile 
with the principles of special relativity in appropriate conditions. This is 
necessary because many times the particles described by the quantum the-
ory travel at relativistic speeds. These speeds can occur naturally or can 
be achieved through particle accelerators. The synthesis of relativity with 
quantum theory predicted many novel consequences, for example, the exis-
tence of antimatter as in Dirac's relativistic theory of electron which predicts 
positron. This requires that we look at the matter via quantum fields. 
By the time antimatter was predicted accelerator physics had become 
very well equipped and very high energies could be achieved [4]. This led 
to the discovery of hundreds of new particles. These particles required a 
correct classification. Moreover there could not be so many fundamental 
particles. All these new particles must be composites of a small number 
of really fundamental point particles. In this direction the most successful 
approach is the SU(3) 'quark' theory. According to this hypothesis all matter 
in the universe is built from a small number of fundamental spin | particles 
or fermions, six quarks and six leptons. The leptons carry integral electric 
charge. They are the electron (e), the muon (//) and the tau (r). The other 
three leptons are neutral and are called neutrinos (u). They are the electron 
type neutrino (i/g), the muon type neutrino (v^) and the tau type neutrino 
(ur). The quark type or 'flavors' are up (u), down (d), top (t), bottom (b), 
strange (s) and charm (c). The quarks in the word 'cut' have fractional 
charge | e and in the word 'dbs' have ^ e charge where e is the magnitude of 
the electronic charge. While leptons exist as free particles, quarks seem not 
to do so. 
These fermions experience various forces between them. These forces too 
are carried by some fundamental particles which are bosons. Bosons carry 
integral spin [5]. All the force carriers except one have spin 1. There are four 
types of fundamental forces or interactions and hence four types of fields 
which carry these forces. Strongest of the forces is responsible for strong 
interactions which are mediated by massless spin 1 particles called gluons. 
Electromagnetic interactions are mediated by photon exchange and photon 
too has spin 1 and is massless. Weak interactions, have W^ and Z° bosons 
as their mediators. They too are spin 1 particles but they are massive. The 
mass of Z° is about 90 GeV and the masses of W"^ are about 80 GeV. 
Gravitational interaction has the massless graviton as it's mediator, which 
has spin 2. The graviton hasn't been observed yet. 
Now having four independent and apparently unrelated interacting fields 
is rather unsatisfactory. It will be more appealing to have a unified descrip-
tion of the laws of Nature. Some progress in this direction has aheady been 
made. We have the Standard Model of particle physics which unifies the 
first three interactions and excludes gravity. All interactions based on spin 1 
particles can be described by the so called quantum gauge theories. Gravity 
is excluded from the standard model because the graviton has spin 2 which 
can not be described by a usual gauge theory. In an attempt to find a uni-
fied theory of all fundamental interactions several promising theories were 
proposed, e.g., the Kaluza-Klein idea, grand unification and supersymmetry 
[6, 7]. All of these ideas suffer firom various limitations. It was at this stage 
that the theory of strings came into picture. It was discovered that the su-
perstring theory does not have these drawbacks. For example it appears to 
be well behaved at short distances, in contrast with field theories of gravity. 
Discovery of string theory was something of an accident. In a context 
unrelated to the imification of forces, researchers wondered what theory one 
might be able to write down to describe a fundamental quantum string, an 
object with finite spatial extent, which could not be described in terms of 
deeper constituents. 
Such a string would be described classically by giving the location of an 
object extended like a (straight or curved) line in a space at a given time. The 
string could be closed, like a loop, or open with two end points [6, 8]. Just 
as the particle has an intrinsic mass, a string would have an intrinsic tension. 
The presence of an intrinsic tension means that string theory possesses an 
invariant mass scale, a fundamental parameter with dimensions of mass. This 
defines energy scale at which 'string' effects become important. Finally one 
would have to devise a quantum mechanics of strings in analogy with that 
of point particles. . 
Prom experience, one can predict that a quantum string should have 
infinitely many, discretely spaced oscillation modes, very much like that of 
musical instrument. All these modes would effectively be localized and would 
behave Uke elementary particles with different masses related to the oscilla-
tion frequency of the string. Thus a single species of string would produce 
lots of particle like excitations. 
To give a description of an interacting string poses several challenges. A 
string is like a collection of infinitely many point particles, constrained to fit 
together to form a continuous object. Thus it effectively has infinitely many 
degrees of freedom. Handeling infinite number of degrees of freedom need not 
be easy. It turns out that mathematics of relativistic string was fairly straight 
forward at the level of classical theory, but on attempting to promote it to 
quantum theory, researchers discovered that the total number of spacetime 
dimensions is fixed uniquely to be 26, so quantum strings could exist only 
in a world with 25 spatial dimensions, plus time. In the initial phases of its 
development it was also found that string theory has a disconcerting feature. 
Even in 26 spacetime dimensions, the spectrum of particle-like excitations of 
a string includes one particle whose mass is an imaginary number. This is 
called a tachyon. It is an unphysical object. 
But there was also a good surprise in store. After the tachyon, the next 
particle in the spectrum of the oscillating string was a spin 2 peirticle with 
vanishing mass. A massless particle mediates a long-range force. As we 
have seen, a spin 2 particle mediating a long-range force is nothing but the 
gxaviton. In fact it has been the missing ingredient in our search for a funda-
mental doscription of nature. Thus despite 26 dimensions and the unphysical 
'tachyon' particle, string theory was found to contain a promising solution 
to the problem of gravity. Was the theory of strings powerful enough to 
overcome obstacles of its path ? 
An affirmative answer to this question became available when a better 
version of string theory was proposed which had no tachyon, and which did 
not require as many as 26 spacetime dimensions, but which retained the 
massless graviton-like particle. Remarkably, this tied together all the ideas 
that we encountered previously, mainly the supersynunetry, grand unification 
and the Kaluza-Klein proposal. 
In string theory the tachyon arose as an excitation having negative mass 
squared. Prom the point of view of an observer on the string itself, this excita-
tion appeared as a state of negative energy. This was connected to a familiar 
fact in quantum mechanics because of the famous uncertainty principle, the 
mininmm energy of a locaUzed system tends to be non- vanishing. The pres-
ence of a tachyon in the string theory could be mathematically traced to 
the presence of this non-vanishing "zero-point energy" in typical quantum 
systems. It followed that if we could identify special quantum system where 
the zero-point energy vanished, we could possibly be able to invent a special 
string without a tachyon. 
Quantum systems without a zero-point energy occur in the presence of 
supersymmetry. This symmetry relates bosonic and fermionic degree of free-
dom. The zero-point energies associated with these two types of degree of 
freedom turn out to be opposite in sign, and cancel out identically in a 
supersymmetric system. So a string without a tachyon was born called a 
"superstring theory". 
Going from string to superstring theory finally led to a proposal which 
seemed well-suited to describe the real world. In superstring theory, the 
basic postulate is, as mentioned earlier in case of bosonic string theory, that 
vibrations of a single type of string lead to a multitude of elementary particles. 
Moreover there is no tachyon. As a bonus, the consistency condition on the 
number of spacetime dimensions changes when supersymmetry is introduced. 
Thus, instead of 26 spacetime dimensions superstring theory requires just 10 
spacetime dimensions. Finally the presence of a graviton is maintained in a 
superstring theory, so it is still a quantum theory of gravity. 
A string can either be open, with two end-points or closed like a loop. 
The natural physical postulate for interactions between two open string is 
that when their end-points touch, they join together into a large open string. 
However if the two open end points of a single open string touch, they can join 
together and make a closed string. Thus theories of open strings inevitably 
contain closed strings as well. The reverse is not true. A pair of closed strings 
can join when any pair of points coincides to make a single closed string. 
Thus there can be theories with only closed strings and no open strings. It 
turns out that the most natural prescription leads to a single possible open 
string theory, called type I superstring theory, and two distinct closed string 
theories, called type II A and type II B string theory. A clever hybrid of the 
superstring with non- supersymmetric string theory called the "heterotic" 
string, was also discovered and there are two such theories. This gives us a 
set of total five different superstring theories. Nowadays we have a better 
understanding of why these are the only five superstrings theories and how 
the five are mutually inter-related. 
A crucial ingredient of string theory is conformal field theory. The vibra-
tions of the string theory are most easily described on a world-sheet. Such 
a description ultimately requires a conformal field theory. The spacetime 
in which strings move is called the target space. A target space could be 
either flat or curved. Many times it is useful to consider target spaces which 
are group manifolds. We can study many aspects of strings moving on such 
group manifolds because we are helped by the group structure of the target 
space. In this dissertation we shall focus on such spacetime backgrounds 
where the group associated with the manifold is non- semisimple. 
Formulation of a consistent string theory requires a two dimensional field 
theory with a given central charge. It is now believed that different strings 
theories based on different conformal field theories are different possible clas-
sical ground state of the 'second quantized string field theory'. The idea 
is supported by the fact that if we consider a two dimensional field theory 
describing string propagation in background fields associated with massless 
and / or massive excitations of closed / open string theory, the requirement 
of conformal invariance of two dimensional field theory precisely corresponds 
to the classical equation of motion of the theory. Thus one might think of the 
space of all two-dimensional field theories as the configiuration space of string 
theory, and conformal theories with appropriate central charge as solutions 
of the classical equation of motion of theory near a given conformal field 
theory is obtained by perturbing the conformal field theory by a complete 
set of local operators in theory. 
In a closed string theory, the oscillations of the string can be decomposed 
into two waves which move in opposite directions around the loop. These 
two waves are essentially independent and so the theory factorizes into two 
so called cliiral conformal field theories. Owing to its importance we shall 
now devote some space to conformal field theories [9, 10]. 
From an abstract point of view, conformal field theories preserve angles 
but not lengths. They constitute the translation, dilation, rotation and the 
superconformal transformations. The local conformal symmetry is of spe-
cial importance in two dimension since the corresponding symmetry algebra 
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in infinite-dimensional. As a consequence, two-dimensional conformal field 
theories have an infinite number of conserved quantities, and are completely 
solvable by symmetry considerations alone. 
The symmetry transformation z -^ \z introduce a change of n-point 
function which can be compensated by a linear transformation L(F) [11]. 
When a field transforms as 0 -> A''A (^ , we say (f) has conformal dimension 
{h,h'). Thus the h + h' is the scaling dimension of 0. 
Let us look at some holomorphic transformation z -> f{z) of a neigh-
bourhood of 2: = 0, locally this is symmetric since it does not change the 
angles. When /(O) = 0, it induces a transformation in L(F), since F can be 
considered as the space of fields at the point 0. The action of the transfor-
mation z —^ Xz on a. field (j) of conformal dimensions (h, h') can be described 
by stating that the form (j){z){dz)'*{dz)^' is invariant. If this remains true for 
all /, the field </> is called primary. The primary fields span a subspace of F. 
The short distance expansion of a holomorphic field ((> of conformal di-
mension (h,0) on an arbitrary field x is a Laurent expansion, since it depends 
holomorphically on z. We write it in the form 
4>iz)xH = E(^ - wr-\<l>nx)H (1-1) 
n 
For all integers n, this defines linear operator 0„ of F. They are called 
the Fourier components of (j). The action of local conformal transformations 
on F is given by linear operators L„, Z/„ obtained from the holomorphic and 
anti-holomorphic Virasoro fields. 
The field (j)hX is called the normal ordered product of 4> and x- When 
n < h, the field (pnX occurs in the singular part. It tiurns out that it can 
be described in terms of commutators [<^ n, Xm]- For the components Ln of 
the energy momentum tensor this is the Virasoro algebra, it is a central 
extension of the Lie algebra of vector fields on a circle. The value of the 
central extension is universally called c for holomorphic Virasoro field and c 
for anti-holomorphic one. When (f) is holomorphic and x is anti-holomorphic 
then [(/>n,Xm] = 0. The properties of Virasoro algebra only depends on the 
central extension c. Central charges are called central because they commute 
with all the generators in the theory. These are model dependent, c = 1 for 
free boson, c = | for fermions, c = — 2 for simple ghosts and c — — 26 
for reparametrization ghost. A free scalar of dimension D has a central 
charge D. Pure spacetime theory arises when both the value of c and c are 
equal. Heterotic strings do not have a pure spacetime version since spacetime 
contributions to c and c do not match. 
In the two dimensions, the energy momentum tensor T(z) is a symmetric 
2 x 2 matrix. Because of scale invariance, its trace vanishes, such that it 
has only two independent components. These are the famous Virasoro fields. 
One linear combination is holomorphic having conformal dimension (1,0) and 
other is anti-holomorphic having conformal dimension (0,1). These fields are 
called currents and correspond to conserved integral quantities called charges. 
Tluiir .short distance expansion is fixed by conformal invariance. 
The idea of conformal symmetry is not the only one which helps. A related 
idea is the assumption about locaUty of CFT operators which would form a 
(•oniploto sot of local operators satisfying some kind of algebra to be described 
by tlio operator product expansion (OPE). The OPE contains all the relevant 
information about the theory since one can obtain the complete set of CFT. 
We assume that the primary fields in any 2d CFT form a complete set of 
local operators in the algebraic senses. Namely, the rest of the CFT fields are 
assumed to be the Unear combinations of the primary and secondary fields, 
the later being the 'derivatives' of the primaries in a generalized sense. 
If the theory contains a Virasoro field the states of such a theory trans-
forms according to some representation of the Virasoro algebra, under suit-
able conditions (for example if the theory is unitary), the spectrum of the 
states can be decomposed into irreducible representations of the Virasoro 
algebra. Because of the spectrum condition, the relevant representation are 
then the highest weight representations that are generated from a primary 
state. 
Thus to develop a CFT we develop the various local properties such as 
equation of motion, operator products, ward identities and conformal invari-
ance, before finding the spectrum. 
The conformal field theoretical study of models with Lie algebra invari-
ance is done using the so called Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) models [9, 10]. 
Unlike many conformal field theories, these models may be defined in terms of 
an action functional. The occurrence of the two independent conserved cur-
rents generating independent aifine Lie algebra is the fundamental property 
of the model, which leads directly to conformal invariance. The Sugawara 
construction is the key concept which expresses the energy momentum ten-
sor in terms of the cvu:rent algebra generators. The Sugawara Construction 
leads directly to a differential equation for the correlation functions for semi-
simple Lie algebra [10]. Algebraic structures are extracted from it which 
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provide them with an alternative algebraic definition. Special emphasis is 
placed on the formulation of the concept of primary field and its relation 
with the integrable representations of the affine algebra g. This Lie algebra 
is the spectrum generating algebra. 
A primary field is characterized by two properties. It is annihilated by all 
the raising operators and it is valued in some Lie algebraic representation. 
All the states in the highest-weight representation can be obtained from the 
highest-weight state by application of various lowering operators, and thus 
the whole spectrum is obtained. Problem arises when the algebra imder con-
sideration is non-semisimple one, in this case the spectrvun generating algebra 
can't be achieved. The reason is that the Sugawara Construction is not pos-
sible (as thought earUer). Instantaneously the question arises whether, non-
semisimple group based conformal field theories are possible ? The answer to 
this question is positive which is discussed as we proceed in the dissertation. 
The founder of such theories are Nappi and Witten [15]. Working on such 
theories is the main perspective of this dissertation. 
Rest of the chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows. Chapter 
2 begins with a short discussion on conformal transformations. As we proceed 
further in it, description regarding the Wess-Zumino-Witten models is done 
in some detail. Here it is assumed that the group structure of the manifold is 
semisimple. The Sugawara construction for this case is also discussed in the 
chapter. When the manifold corresponds to a group which is non-semisimple 
then some important modifications have to be implemented in the approach 
followed in Chapter 2. This is done in Chapter 3 in the context of the so 
called Nappi-Witten model. This case is a particular example of the situation 
when the group is not semisimple and the dimension of the algebra under 
consideration is four. Another example is described in Chapter 4 which is 
odd dimensional {i.e five dimensional). Our conclusions and future prospects 
are presented in the last chapter which is Chapter 5. 
Chapter 2 
Wess-Zumino-Witten Models 
As mentioned earlier in the introduction that string theory is the most 
promising solution to the problem of unification of the four fundamental 
forces. Thus it becomes important to study the propagation of string in a 
space at a given time. Construction of exact string backgrounds is an impor-
tant problem in String Theory. As the string propagates on the manifold M 
(an everywhere smooth space) several restrictions are imposed on it due to 
the considerations of consistency. For example it is required that the theory 
is conformally invariant. 
By Conformal invariance of the theory we means that the theory is in-
variant under the conformal transformations. The conformal transformation 
of the coordinates is an invertible mapping x ->• x', which leaves the metric 
tensor (y^ )^ invariant up to a scale factor, i.e :-
Cix')-^ Aix)g^,{x) (2.1) 
where A(x) is the scaUng factor. 
Thus any position-dependent rescaUng of metric is called a conformal 
transformation. The set of conformal transformations form a group consisting 
of the following transformations [9] :-
Translation 
Dilation 
Rigid Rotation 
x'" -^ ax^ 
-u' 
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2;M _ ^/^3;2 
Special Conformal Transformations : x'^ 
l-2b-x + 62x2 
One special class of conformal field theory (CFTs, i.e conformally in-
variant quantum field theories), describing string propagation on a group 
manifold are the WZW models. To find the complete spectrima generat-
ing algebra of the theory we proceed in an analogous manner as in QFT's. 
We write down an action which defines the dynamics of the theory. In oiu: 
case it's the WZW action. As we know that when the action is invariant 
under some symmetry transformation (in our case it's the conformal trans-
formation), then according to Noether's Theorem it gives rise to conserved 
currents, using which the energy momentum tensor is found. 
The rest of this chapter is organized in the following manner. In section 
[2.1] we discuss about the Wess-Zumino-Witten Models, which are conformal 
field theoretical models with Lie algebraic invariance. Interest lies in sigma 
models with Wess-Zmnino term in them. We also find the equation of motion 
of WZW- models, and the correct form of currents. In section [2.2] emphasis 
is laid on the current which are relevant in particular for classification of 2d 
CFT's with arbitrary values of central charge. We also discuss the Oper-
ator Product Expansion (OPE). An OPE is a product of two operators in 
the limit that they approach each other. More elaborately an OPE is the 
representation of product of operators (at position z and w) by a sum of 
terms, each being a single operator, well defined as z -> ly, multiplied by 
a c- number function of {z — w), possibly diverging as z —^ w and which 
embodies the fluctuations as the two position tend towards each other. In 
section [2.3] we deal with the affine Sugawara construction, which expresses 
the energy-momentum tensor in the terms of current algebra generators. 
Since the standard Sugawara Construction uses the Killing form (it's a sort 
of scalar product for the Lie algebra), which is defined as 
j^^,^^y^^Tr'(ad{X)adiY)) 
Here g is the dual coxeter number and the trace Tr' is related to the usual 
trace Tr as 
Tr 
Tr' = •^— (2.2) 
Xrep 
and Xrep is the Dynkin Index of representation. 
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Trace is taken in the adjoint representation, on the Lie algebra. It must 
be thought that the algebra here is semi-simple one, thus still nothing is 
being discussed about non- semisimple Lie algebra and the theory associated 
with it, i.e. non-semisimple algebra based conformal theory. Let us therefore 
proceed with the discussion on Wess-Zumino-Witten model. 
2.1 Wess-Zumino-Witten Models 
A Wess-Zumino-Witten model is a non-linear sigma model on a group mani-
fold with an anti-symmetric tensor background. Non-hnear sigma model is a 
scalar field theory in which the kinetic term has field dependant coefficients. 
WZW models are conformally invariant. 
Classically the WZW model is defined by an action consisting of two 
terms [9, 10, 12]. 
Swzw = SKinig) + kSwzig) (2-3) 
where k is called the level and it's quantized to be an integer for the unitary 
highest weight representations. The highest-weight state in CFT, is a state 
annihilated by all lowering operators in a given algebra. 
Let us consider the terms separately. The first term is the kinetic term 
defined on a surface Yl. 
SKUQ) = ^lcfxTr'{d''g-%g) (2.4) 
where the trace Tr' is given by eq (2.2) 
In eq (2.4), a^ is a positive dimensionless coupling constant. The action 
describes a bosonic field g(x) living on a semisimple group manifold G asso-
ciated with the Lie algebra g. By semisimple we mean a direct sum of simple 
algebras. A Lie algebra is an algebra with an antisymmetric product that 
satisfies the Jacobi identity. Also as we know that action is real hence g(x) 
must be valued in a unitary representation. This term is the sigma model 
term. It couldn't be considered as a complete WZW term because of the 
following drawbacks [6] :-
1. This term is classically conformally invaxiant but at the quantum level 
the dimensionless coupling constant acquires a scale dependence and 
hence making the term effectively massive. 
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2. Also at the level of conserved currents the term is not appropriate 
because we know that conformal field theory has the property of holo-
morphic factorization. So the conserved currents must factorize into 
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic part. By holomorphic cvirrent we 
mean cinrrent's whose equation of motion is analytic (defined and differ-
entiable) function of z. Similarly antiholomorphic currents are analytic 
function of J . Analogous term for holomorphic and anti-holomorphic 
currents in classical physics are left and right moving fields. 
But if we look at the equation of motion we do not get two conserved currents, 
one independent of z and other independent of 1. To demonstrate this let us 
consider the variation of action under the substitution g —¥ g + Sg. 
SSKinig) = 2 ^ / ^ '^ Tr'{g-'6gd^g-'d^g) (2.5) 
From the above equation we get the following equation of motion [9] :-
d^{g-%g) = 0 (2.6) 
The equation of motion implies the conservation of currents. If we represent 
the currents by J^ j tliort oq (2.6) can be written as 
d^J^ = 0 (2.7) 
whoro ,/,j is given as 
J,. = 9-%9 (2.8) 
Separating the currents into holonomic and antiholonomic part we can 
write the ecjuation of motion in terms of the two currents as J^ = g'^d^g and 
•h ^ g~^(hg, rewriting the eciuation of motion in terms of two currents wc 
get the following equation. 
a J y + a^J, = 0 (2.9) 
For holomorphic and anti-holomorphic currents to be separately con-
served, the two terms of the above equation, need to vanish separately. Thus 
if we consider that Jj is conserved then we have 
dJs = 0 '' (2.10) 
^d,{g-'d^g) = 0 
^d,d^g ^d^gg-'d.g (2.11) 
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Since the L.H.S is symmetric with respect to interchange of z and z, it 
implies that 
d^9g-%9 = d^gg-'d^g (2.12) 
this is an equaUty of the form abc = cba, which is not expected to hold in 
general for non-abelian algebra. 
Thus we see that the first term {SKin{g)) considered singly has several 
drawbacks. These were overcome by adding the second term {Swzig)) to 
the action. It is called Wess-Zumino term and it enhances the symmetry and 
recovers the conserved currents. The second term is written as :-
SwzCg) = ^  4"^'y' '"' ' T^'i9-'d''rg-'d^rg-'d''~g) (2.13) 
'i'liis is a non-local term dehned on a three manifold B, whose boundary 
i.s a. (•()iiii)a('.tific,atiou of onr two dimensional space [13]. g is the extension 
of the fields g to three-manifold such that g\dB=y' — 5) that is g reduces 
to g on the boundary of B which is Y^. Althougli the Wess-Zumino term 
is expressed as a three-dimensional integral, its variation under g -^ g + 6g 
is a two dimensional functional, because the variation of its density can be 
written as a total derivative and also we have 
jd^ye^l3^dr{ ) = J cfxe^p{....) (2.14) 
This is done using the Gauss's Theorem. The variation of Swz{g) comes out 
to be :-
SSwzig) -^j<^^ e^,Tr'ig-'6gd^{g-'d''g)) (2.15) 
So the complete action is written as :-
Swzw = SKin{g) + kSwzig) (2.16) 
and the equation of motion for the complete action eq (2.16) comes out to 
be:-
d^{g-%g) + -^e,.d^{g-'d''g) = 0 (2.17) 
In terms of the complex variables z, z, the equation of motion becomes 
(1 + ^)d.{g-%g) + (1 - ^)d,(g-%g) = 0 (2.18) 
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A possible solution of the given equation is a^  = ^ for which we get the 
given desired conserved law 
d,ig-'d,g) = 0 (2.19) 
Since a^ is positive, k must be a positive integer. The other solution of 
eq (2.18) is a^  = —Air/k, which requires A; < 0 and implies the conservation 
of dual currents. The separate conservation of the currents J^ and Jj implies 
the invariance of the action under 
g{z,z)^n{z)g{z,z)n'\z) (2.20) 
Q{z) and n{z) are holomorphic and antiholomorphic maps, respectively 
from J2 to the group manifold G. Under the infinitesimal transformation, 
Q{z) and fi(z) transform as :-
n{z) = 1 + w(z) , Ti{z) = 1 + w{z) (2.21) 
where as g transforms as :-
Swg = wg , 5^g = -gw (2.22) 
Therefore the correct choice of the two currents is :-
Jz = d,gg-' , Jj = g-'d^g (2.23) 
with the equation of motion dJ = dJ = 0 
After writing down the correct form of the currents we lay emphasis on 
current algebra, which is discussed in the next section. 
2.2 The Current Algebra 
The current algebra postulates the conamutation relations of the currents 
among themselves. By taking their matrix elements, one could therefore 
derive their sum rules that Unk different physical processes. Actually currents 
play an important role in determining form factors ajid collision amphtudes. 
Thus we study the algebra related to them. As stated in the last section, the 
conserved currents are :-
J{z) = -kd^gg~'^ 
J{z) = kg-%g (2.24) 
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The variation of action eq (2.16) is re-written as 
5^,iuS = -^Jd^ Tr'[w{z)J{z)] - ^ j dz Tr'[ilj{z)j{z)] (2.25) 
This was done so as to separate the holomorphic and antiholomorphic 
parts. Note that both the contours are taken clockwise. We also make use 
of the identities given below :-
J = ; ^ J ° r , w = J2^''t'' (2-26) 
a a 
We shall take the normalization as : 
Tr'if't^) = 25"* (2.27) 
Substituting it in eq (2.25), the equation reduces as 
Su^wS = ^ [dz TT'lvj^t", rt"] - ^ [dz Tr'[iy"f, J"f ] 47r J 47r J 
We make use of the following identity 
6 <x >=< {5s)x > (2.29) 
Where 5s means the density of s and < x > stands for the correlation 
function of a number of fields, which leads to the following Ward Identity :-
< ^ < X >=^.jdz 2 « ; " < rx > + 2 ^ / r f ^ E ^ " < -^"^ > 
(2.30) 
Considering the transformation law for current which follows from eq 
(2.22) and eq (2.24), we find S^J. Considering only holomorphic form, we 
have :-
5wJ = -k5yj{dzgg~^) 
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As gg ^ = 1 so Syj{gg )^ = 0 , using which we get 
= -k[dz{Sw9)9~'^ - dz9g~^^w99~^] 
=> SiuJ = -k{dzW9 4- wdxg)g~^ + kd^gg'^w 
Using the property gg~^ = 1, the above equation reduces to 
=4> 5^J = —kwdzgg~^ — kdzWgg~^ 
=^ 5^J = [w, J] - kd^w (2.31) 
It can be rewritten as, 
8^r = 2 ifabcw''J'' - kdzw" (2.32) 
b,c 
here we have used eq (2.26), eq (2.27) and the commutation relation. 
Substituting in eq (2.30) and considering only the holomorphic part of the 
equation we have 
nz)J\w) - 7 - ^ + T % ^ (2.33) 
This is called current algebra [9]. To see that eq(2.33) is the required 
current algebra we consider only holomorphic form of eq (2.30), i.e :-
5^<X>=^ [dzw^ < j\z)X > (2.34) 
27ri J 
hero the fields < X > is the current field. Hence substitute J° in place of 
< X > we get 
6^J''{w) = ^ [dzw^ < J\z)r{w) > 
27r2 J 
Substituting the value from eq (2.33) it reduces as 
- dz w''[- Tj + 2 ^ 
t J (z - wr . 2TTi J [z — wY c {^ ~ '^) 
—if^ fdz ^"'^"^^^ _ JL fdz ^'^^ 
27ri J (z — w) 2-Ki J (z — w)^ 
5^J°(ii;) = -ifabcw''J''{w) - k6ba—{z - wf 
dz {z — wY 
= i fabcW^J^iw) - kSbadzW'' 
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Applying the antisymmetric property of structure constants i.e, {fahc — —fbac) 
the above equation is simplified as 
=^6^r = iUcw''r-kd,w'' 
This is the required eq (2.32). Hence eq (2.33) is the required algebra of 
currents. Introducing the modes J° from the Laurent expansion J"(^) is 
written as :-
neZ 
The following commutation relation is obtained :-
[^n, J'J = E ifobc Jl+m + kn (Ja6<Jn+m.O (2.36) 
c 
We also find the commutation relation between current J in a similar fashion. 
It is noted that the currents J and J commute. 
[ J : . ^ ^ ] = 0 (2-37) 
So we conclude that the two algebras are independent. 
The occurrence of two independent conserved currents generating inde-
pendent affine Lie algebras with the level k is the fundamental property of 
the model eq (2.16). The associated stress tensor is constructed in the next 
section. This construction of stress tensor is called the Sugawara Construc-
tion. 
2.3 Sugawara Construction 
In this section, we initiate the analysis of the conformal aspect of WZW mod-
els. Actually the conformal invariance of the WZW models is guaranteed by 
the affine Sugawara Construction. As already stated Sugawara Construction 
in current algebra is the construction of the energy-momentum tensor as a 
product of two currents. Thus the stress tensor is written as [9] : 
Tiz) = jJ2i-^''r){z) (2.38) 
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WIKUO 7 is a constant and is fixed quantuin mechanically. On this we 
impose the condition that the OPE of T with itself be of the form 
1 {z)l {w) = TT + — + T (2.39) 
[z - wp [z — v^Y \z — w) 
here c is the central charge of the theory and as mentioned earlier it is model 
dependent. To find 7 we first have to calculate the following operator product 
expansion. 
j"(^)(J'' j^^w) = -!- / -^^[r{z)j\x) j^w) + j'ix) r{z) j'iw)] 
ZTTl Jw X — W 
Using eq (2.33) we have 
~ 2^i J T^^^T^^^ ^ •^ (z-x) ^'^^'^^ 
+ J {x)[- r^ + 2^^/a6c7 T } 
[z - wy c {z — w) 
2-KiJ [x-wy [z-wf ^ {z-w) ^ 
[z-wy ^ yz-w) 
2Tri J {x - wy^ {z - wY {z-xf ^ {z-w) ^ 
I f dx ^ r{x)j''{w)^ 
^2mJ {x-wyi;^^'^'^ (z-x) ^ 
Simplifying it further we get 
- 1 f dx k5aiJ''{w) k5abJ''{w) ^ifabc'J^J''{w) 
2T:iJ {x-wy^ {z-wY {z-xy ^ {z-w) ^ 
1 r dx rEcifcu,cf kScb , EdifcbdJ'^i'w) 
J (x — w) (z — x) (x — iy)2 27ri {  {  {  w "^ {z — w) 
Hrj'){w))] 
1 /• dx k5al,J\w) kSabJ^w) y . ^/abc(J' ' • / ' ) (w) 
2m J {x-w){z- iy)2 {z - x)^ ^ i^-'^) 
y^ ifabc{J''J''){w) ifabckScb fal>cfcbdJ'^{w) , 
•^ {z-w) {z-x){x-w)'^ {z-x){z-w) 
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To simplify it further we make use of the antisymmetry of the structure 
constant fabc, due to which the term fahcScb vanishes. We also make use of 
the properties given below. 
fabciJ'^ + J'^) = 0 
and 
— z2 fabcfcbd = 2_/ fabcfdhc = "^g^ab 
b,c b,c 
Here g is the dual coxeter number which is defined as 
1=1 
where aj" is the coefficient of decomposition of highest weight © in the coroot 
{Q"} basis. The highest weight 9 is given as 
i=l 
where d^ e N, also aV = 2 r ^ , here Oj is a root. Substituting these we get :-
'ra(\(jb Ti>N/ X _ 1 f dx ,k5abJ\x) , k5abJ\w) , 2g(5arfJ'^(w) ^ 
J[z)[JJ)[w) - —j——i^^_^^^+ ^^_^^^ +(^z-x){x-wy 
{z — wY 27rw {z — x){x — wy {z — xy{x — w) 
fcJ'^(x) 2m 2gJ''{w) fcJ°(w) 
{z — wy 2-Ki {z — wY {z — wY 
2{k + g)J'^{w) 
(z - wy 
Thus we have 
r{z){j''j'Xw) 2ik + g)r{w) {z - wY 
By inverting the order of the two contracted fields with z <^ w and multi-
plying the result by 7 we find that 
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j ^ j P ^ ^ 2 2 ( ^ i p ) J ^ (2.40) 
Expanding around ly, we have 
TiZnw) = 2l{k + 9)[j^^^ + f^] (2.41) 
{z — wy {z - w) 
For r to be a genuine energy-momentum tensor, the coefficients of the second 
term in last expression must be 1. This is obtained by comparing eq (2.41) 
with eq (2.39). As a result 7 is fixed 
Thus the correct form of T(z) having suitable normaUzed coefficient is 
r(^ ) = 5(^B^V")(.) (2.43) 
Eq (2.41) implies that J"'s (i.e., the currents) are primary fields with 
conformal dimension 1. Actually the OPE of T(z) with any primary field $ 
of conformal dimension h is :-
T{z)^w, w) ~ -j-^—r^ + -^—r^ (2.44 
[z - wy {z — w) 
Here h = - ^ j ^ is the conformal dimension, A is the scaling dimension and 
S is planar spin. Thus comparing eq (2.41) with eq (2.44) we conclude that 
J"'s are currents of conformal dimension 1. The construction of energy-
momentum tensor eq (2.43) is called Sugawaxa Construction. After con-
structing energy-momentum tensor we can mode expand it and hence the 
whole spectrum of the theory is obtained. 
Thus in this chapter we have studied the Wess-Zumino models. Apart 
from conformal field theories WZW-models have importance in condensed 
matter physics. We have also studied the current algebra. These algebras 
have a lot of applications in modern mathematical physics. These algebras 
also play an important role in string theory, where they give world-sheet 
(world-sheet is a two dimensional spacetime swept out by motion of string), 
realizations of spacetime symmetries, help to analyze string interactions and 
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to classify possible superstring vacua. These are also used in the study of 
critical behavior of two dimensional lattice systems. 
A central concept is the Sugawara Construction which uses the KiUing 
form on the Lie algebra. As the trace is taken in the adjoint representation, 
one might fear that in the non-semisimple case (in which Killing form is 
necessarily degenerate and hence the inverse of the matrix doesn't exists), the 
Sugawara Construction doesn't exist and hence the WZW model with target 
space a non-semisimple Lie group do not yield a possible string backgrounds. 
Thus we might say that Non-Semisimple algebra based conformal theories 
are not possible. But this is not so, in the next chapter we will put sight 
on the work of Nappi and Witten who showed that Sugawara construction 
is also possible for non-semisimple case. 
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Chapter 3 
Nappi-Witten Type Models 
FVom the various aspects dealt in the previous chapter, we know that 
quantum mechanically conformal invariance is guaranteed by the affine Sug-
awara construction, which is generalized Virasoro construction in which cur-
rents are primary fields of conformal weight one. By Virasoro construction we 
mean the construction of Virasoro algebra which in conformal field theory 
is the infinite-dimensional Lie algebra of the Fourier modes of the energy-
momentum tensor. A primary field in conformal field theory, is a local oper-
ator annihilated by all the lowering generators of a given algebra such as the 
Virasoro algebra. A primary field ^{z, z) transforms as [9] :-
^uj,u,) = Hzrz){^n^t (3.1) 
where h and h are conformal weights. For simple Lie algebras, this singles 
out the standard Sugawara construction. 
Now asking for a Sugawara construction is equivalent to demanding that 
the Lie algebra possesses an invariant metric, g on the Lie algebra [14]. 
Tliis is the metric which enters in the classical expression for the energy-
niouicutum tensor. Moreover it is this tensor which appears in both the 
Classical and Quantum algebra of currents. This invariant metric is degen-
erate for non-semisimple Lie groups so one might think that the Sugawara 
construction is not possible and hence the WZW model with the target space 
a non-semisimple Lie group does not give the possible string background. 
However it was Nappi and Witten [15] who showed that there exists 
another invariant bilinear form on the Lie algebra which is non-degenerate 
and hence allows the Sugawara construction. Thus Non-Semisimple algebra 
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based conformal field theories can be constructed. In section [3.1] of this 
chapter we will show that the Sugawara construction is also possible for 
non-semisimple Lie algebra. Non-Semisimple Sugawara construction has the 
property that the central charge is an integer equal to the dimension of the 
Lie algebra, thus they correspond to free bosons (z.e free scalars). Section 
[3.2] will focus on Nappi and Written's work for the construction of WZW 
model with non-semisimple background. They produce an exact background 
describing a gravitational wave with the target space a four dimensional 
Lie group, which is centrally-extended Poincare group in two dimensions, 
(Poincare group consists of translation and rotation group). Thus we start 
with the discussion on section [3.1]. 
3.1 The Generalised Sugawara Construction 
As already stated, by the Sugawara construction we mean a generalized Vi-
riisoro construction in which the currents are primary fields of conformal 
weight one. So let us start by a finite dimensional real Lie algebra g. These 
currents obey the following current algebra [16] :-
M^)Mw) = ^ ^ + f : ^ (3.2) 
[z - wy [z - w) 
where f^,, are the structure constants of g (which are determined from 
the group multiplication law). Associativity of the above Operator Product 
Expansion forces (/at to be an invariant bilinear form. Therefore we take the 
onorgy-niomontnm tensor as [9, 12] :-
T{z) = n'^{JJb)iz) (3.3) 
where 0,°^ is an unspecified symmetric bivector 
Let us see how the parameters gab and fi"** behave, when T obeys the 
Virasoro algebra keeping in mind that every current Ja{z) is a primary field 
of conformal weight one. Thus we have :-
The vanishing of the first order pole impHes that T commutes with the 
charges associated to the current J^, hence the bivector 0,°^ must be in-
variant, i.e, 
fw^'^ = -ftb^"^ (3.5) 
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Th(^  S(X'OIK1 order i)nlo equation gives 
Using the above equation and eq (3.5) we find the inverse of fi"'', for which 
the given calculations are performed. 
2a"^ gkb+ fLi fl^n'^) = C 
Ushig cq (3.5) we get 
2J^"V+/L(-/r6"''"^) = c 
2n^gkb + ^'^Kkb = ^ r 
where Kfcft is the Killing vector defined as 
i^kb = flJbi (3.7) 
Thus eq (3.6) reduces as 
fi"'''(2gfc6 + /Cfe6) = (Jr (3.8) 
This means that Q°* is invariant with inverse given as :-
n°^ = Kab + 2gab (3.9) 
It is found that the energy-momentum tensor, eq (3.3) obeys the Virasoro 
algebra with the central charge [13] given by the following formula :-
c = 2Q.'^gab 
using eq (3.9), it reduces as 
c = dimg-Q'^Kaj, (3.10) 
Thus in summary a Lie algebra g permits Sugawara construction given 
the current algebra eq (3.2). It was Nappi and Witten who constructed a 
WZW model from four dimensional non-semisimple Lie Group. The next 
section deals with the discussion and details of their work. 
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3.2 Wess-Zumino-Witten model bsised on non-
semisimple Lie group. 
In this section we are going to deal with the ideas of Nappi and Witten [15] 
to calculate exact string backgrounds using Wess-Zumino-Witten models. A 
four dimensional spacetime was obtained using non-semisimple Lie Group 
as target group. The algebra is the extension of 2D Poincare group. This 
background describes a gravitational plane wave in four dimension. The 
central charge c of this model is 4 and thus it can be used durectly for four 
dimensional Minkowski space regarded as a solution of any more or less 
realistic string theory. 
Nappi and Witten considered four dimensional non-semisimple Lie alge-
bra having the following form :-
[J, PA] = CAB-PB , [PA, PB] = ^ABT 
[T,J] = [T,PA] = 0 (3.11) 
where A,B = 1,2. This algebra reduces to 2D Poincare algebra if we 
substitute T = 0. This group is called by the name G. 
Now we define a WZW model group manifold G, This should admit a 
bilinear form Q.AB in the generators T4. QAB is symmetric {i.e QAB = ^BA), 
invariant and non-degenerate (by non-degenerate we mean that the inverse 
of ^AB exists such that ^^^QBC = ^c)- ^^ stated in the last section eq (3.5) 
that an invariant QAB satisfies the following equation 
fAB^CD + f^C^BD = 0 (3.12) 
where /BC^S are the structure constants. These can be calculated if we are 
given Lie algebra and the group generators TA- The commutation relation 
required to find /B^'S are given by the equation mentioned below :-
{TA,TB] = ISBTD (3.13) 
Also it must be noted that eq (3.12) remain unchanged for interchange 
of B and C, and vanishes identically when B and C are equal. 
In the case of Nappi and Witten the generators TA are, TA = {Pi, P2. J, T} 
and Lie algebra is given by eq (3.11). The structure constants are calculated 
using the eq (3.13). The non- vanishing structure constants are :-
/23 ~ /31 — fi2~^ 
fk^ fh= /2i = - l (3-14) 
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After svibsLiluliiig the values of the s t ructure constants in the eq (3.12), it 
reduces as follows :-
IAC^BI + fAC^B2 + IAC^BZ + IAC^BA = 0 
We get the non-degenerate form of ^AB- I t is of the following form 
^AB 
0 
0 
V 0 
With the following conditions 
fill 
4422 
^ 3 4 
0 
4622 
0 
0 
0 
0 
^ 4 3 
— 4622 
= ^ 3 4 
= fill 
0 \ 
0 
fi34 
0 / 
(3.15) 
Using the symmetry property of QAB we have 
fi34 = fi43 
Thus the most general form of Q,AB is 
fixB = 
[K 0 
0 K 
0 0 
VO 0 
0 0 \ 
0 0 
b' K 
K OJ 
Setting 6 = ^ we can write CIAB and it's inverse as 
nAB = K 
/ I 0 0 0 \ 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 6 1 
VO 0 1 0 / 
fi-i = fi^^ - -^ 
K 
/ I 0 0 0 \ 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
\0 0 1 -bj 
(3.16) 
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As already s ta ted in section [3.1] t ha t for a non-semisimple group there is 
a non-dogonerate as well as a degenerate form of QAB- T h e degenerate form 
of HAB is calculated by the formula 
^AB = fScfsD (3-17) 
= Tr{TATB) (3.18) 
Taking the trace in the adjoint representation the degenerate form of VIAB 
turns out to be:-
n AB (3.19) 
/O 0 0 ON 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 - 2 0 
VO 0 0 0 / 
After calculating the degenerate and non-degenerate forms of Q,AB we 
move towards the WZW (Wess-Zumino-Witten) action on the Riemann sur-
face Yl which is given as :-
(3.20) 
here the A^ 's are given by, g'^daQ = A^TA- B is a three-manifold with 
boundary 5B = YL and g is a map of X) to R (extended in an arbitrary 
fashion to a map from B). Now in order to calculate the action we have to 
find A's. For which we use the following parameterization of group manifold. 
g = QT.'^iPiQ^J+vT (3 21) 
By using Duhamel ' s Formula 
d„e" = / ' dx d'^d^Hc^^-''^" (3.22) 
JO 
where H is an operator, we compute daQ which is 
i 
Jo 
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+e^'^''^dJuJ + vT)[ C dx e-(«-^ +-^ )e(i--)("-^ +'^ )^] 
=4> dag = aaa,Xe"-^+''^ + e^'^'^'daiuJ + vT) / ' dx e("-^ +'^ )^ (3.23) 
where Xj is given as 
Xj = C dx e^E"'^ *P,e^ -^= )^ E"'-^ * (3.24) 
Lets firstly solve eq (3.24), For which we substitute x = \ — y 
=> dx = —dy 
At x = 0=^y = 1 
X = 1 => 2/ = 0 
XJ ^ - f dye^^-^^^'^'^^Pje"^"'^' 
Xj - -e^"''"' f dye-y^^'^'Fjcy^"'^' 
Now substitute, —y — t, in the above equation, we get —dy = dt. Thus 
Xj = eS«*^' / dt e^T^'^'^i-pje-^H'^iPi 
We now make use of the following formula :-
e'^Be-'^ = B + ^[A, B] + ^[A, [A, B]] + ^[A, [A, [A, B]]] + (3.25) 
Where A and B axe operators. In our case these are Pi and Pj. The terms 
from A^  onwards will vanish as P's commute with T. Thus Xj comes out to 
be:-
Xj = eS-i^* £ dt{Pj + t E a i P i , Pj]} 
Using eq(3.11) it reduces to the following form 
Xj = e^""'^' 1° dtiPj + t'^aieijT} 
Xj = e^°^-Pn^j-^°f'"^) (3.26) 
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Substitute the value of Xj in eq (3.23), we get 
3 ^ 
Or we can write as 
This was done merely to be consistent with Nappi-Wittens [15] case. 
The inverse of g is given below 
Thus we find g~^dag, which is written as 
+d^{uJ + vT) 
As J's do not commute with P's so we have 
g dag = e [paajPj -\ )e 
+da[uJ + vT) 
We also make use of the following equation 
e^Jp.e-^j = cos uPi + Uj sin uPj (3.29) 
Thus we get 
g'^dag = (cos vdaak + sin uejkdaaj)Pk + {dau)J + (daV + JL.^JJL'JT 
= (cos-u^aaa + simidaai)P2 + {cosudaai — smudaa2)Pi 
+(aati) J + [daV + — — ) T (3.30) 
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After calculating g ^d^g we calculate the first term of action, i.e eq (3.20) 
which is written as 
AtA^^^AB = {g-'d.g){g-'d^g) (3.31) 
We also use eq (3.18) by which, VIAB = TT{TATB)- From eq (3.16) we have 
r r (P i ,P i ) = l. Tr{P^,P2) = l, Tr{J,J) = b 
Tr{J,T)= Tr{T,J) = l 
using all these in eq (3.31), we get 
A^A^^QAB = (cos udaa2 + sin udaai) (cos ud°'a2 + sin ud^'ai) 
+{cosudaai — smuda(i2){(^osud°'ai — sinud"a2) 
+b{dau){d"u) + {dau)[dav + — —] 
By simplifying we get 
A^A^'^QAB = {dc,ai){d''ai) + {d^a2){d°a2) + b{d„u){d''u) 
+2{d''u){dav) + {d"u){daaia2) - {d''u){daa2ai) 
^A^A^'^CIAB - {daak){d''ak)+b{dau){d^u) + 2{dav){d°'u) 
+ejk{d"u){daajak) (3.32) 
The second term of the action i.e eq (3.20) is given as 
e^0^A^-A^^A''^ QcDfSs 
We make use of all non-zero values of D,,i.e, On = 1,^22 = 1,^33 = 
b, O34 = ^43 = 1 and also keep in mind that p term of structure constant 
vanishes. Substituting these the term given above becomes 
e^p^A'^'^A^^A'-^nnf^s +e^p^A'''A'0A'^nnn2 +ec0^A"'A"'A^m22f: 
+e^0,A'''A'^A"'n22f^, +e^0,A'<^A'PA'm,,ft2 +e„p^A'-A'^A'^n,,f, 
= —epa-r{d^u){cosud°'a2 + s'mud°'ai){cosud'^ai — smud'^a2) 
—eap-^{d°'u){cosud^a2 + sin ifS^ai) (cos u^'^ai — smud'^a2) 
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+e0a-y{d'^u){cosud°'ai - smud°'a2){cosud'^a2 +smud'^ai) 
+eap-y{d°'u){cosud^ai — s'mud'^a2){cosud'^a2 + sinud'^ai) 
-e-^pa{d°'u)(cosud^a2 + smud^ai)(cosud°'ai - sinud°'a2) 
+eyi3a{d'^u){cosud^ai — sinu&^a2){cosud°'a2 + smud°'ai) 
Simplifying the above equation we have 
-ei3c.^{d^u){d''a2Wai) + e„/?^(a"tx)(9^ai)(a^a2) 
-e,p^{d-'u){d^a2Wa,) 
We now change the indices to primed ones. Also make the changes on d'u to 
a, d'ai to P, and d'a2 to 7, we have :-
-V/?'v(5"'w)(^'«2)(a^'ai) + 6y^„,(a^ 'u)(yai)(a° 'a2) 
= eap-y{d"u){d%){dr'a2) ~ e^^p{d"u){d-'a2){d^ai) 
+€^p^(d''u)id^ai)id''a2) ~ e^^0{d"u){d''a2){d^ar) 
+eap,{d"u){d%){d''a2) - e^,i3{d^u){d''a2)id^a,) 
Using the antisymmetric property of Cajs-y, i.e tap-y = ^p-ya = ^70/3, we have 
= 2ea/3^ X 3d°'[ud^aid''a2] (3.33) 
We substitute the values of the two unknown terms of action, from eq 
(3.32) and eq (3.31) into eq (3.20) to find the lagrangian. We also use Gauss's 
theorem given below :-
J d'yec^Hydr'i ) = I (fxe^ffi....) (3.34) 
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The final Lagrangian comes out to be 
k 
'>wzw (g) = — f (fa[daakd°'a'' + 2davd"u + bd^ud'^u ATT J 
+€jkd°'udaajak + i2c^-yU d'^a\d'^a2\ (3.35) 
We compare the above Lagrangian with the Lagrangian with the La-
grangian of the cr-model action given by the following form 
5 = I (fa{GMNdc.X^d^X^ + iBMNeai3d"X^d^X^) (3.36) 
where X^ — {ai,a2,u,v) 
One can read off the background space-time metric (GMN) and the an-
tisymmetric tensor field {BMN)- The space-time geometry is described by a 
Lorentz-signature metric GMN, given as 
GMN 
and the inverse is given as 
Q-l _ QMN _ 
/ I 
0 
22. 
2 
Vo 
0 
1 
0 
£2 
_2 
2 
h 
1 
.0 
1 
oy 
(3.37) 
/ 1 
0 
0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
;:3i 
2 
2 
1 
, 2 
(3.38) 
The corresponding space-time metric is given by 
ds"^ = GMNdX^dX^ 
= daUkd^ak + 2davd^u + bd^ud^u + e^kd^vd^ajak (3.39) 
and also 
Bi2 = u (3.40) 
After calculating the space time metric which is plane wave type with 
flat wave siirfax;es (as u,v = constant), we calculate the central charge of 
the theory. We will see that the central charge of the theory is equal to the 
dimension of the group manifold. The central charge is given by the following 
formula [18] :-
' A S (3.41) 
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Where L"^^ is invariant symmetric tensor defined by the given equation 
L^^(2ficB + KCB) = S^ (3.42) 
where KCB = fcDfEs ^ ^^^ Killing form. 
Clearly L"^^ is the inverse of the matrix (2ficB + I^CB)- After calculations 
L"^^ comes out to be 
TAB _ ^ 
^ -2K 
/ I 
0 
0 
\o 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 \ 
0 
1 
-ib-l)) 
(3.43) 
Substituting the value of L^^ and Q,AB in eq (3.41), the central charge 
comes out to be 
2L ^AB 
4 (3.44) 
The central charge comes out to be four which equals the dimension 
of the group manifold (which is four in the present case). As the central 
charge is an integer we have a pure bosonic conformal theory. We see that 
eq (3.39) corresponds to special case of a monochromatic plane wave with 
more than the usual symmetry. So to say, we have discussed the general 
Sugawara construction (for both semisimple and non-semisimple cases) in 
this chapter. Concluding the chapter we can say that the WZW model can 
be constructed even when a non-semisimple Lie group is given. This chapter 
dealt with the work of Nappi-Witten who constructed for the first time a four-
dimensional space-time with Lorentz transformation whose central charge is 
4. A similar analysis can be carried out for a large class of non-semisimple 
group. In the forthcoming chapter we will deal with non-semisimple algebra 
based conformal theories in five dimensions. 
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Chapter 4 
A Generalization Of 
Nappi-Wit ten Backgrounds To 
Five Dimensions 
With the success of Nappi-Witten's work [15] in which an exact four-
dimensional string background describing a gravitational wave was obtained 
from the WZW model corresponding to more general Lie group, the possibil-
ity has axisen of considering more general Lie groups, even with odd dimen-
sions. In this chapter we will construct a WZW model for five- dimensional 
non-semisimple Lie group. 
The algebra has the following explicit description 
[J, PA] = eAsPs , [PA, PB] = eMTi + T^) 
[TA,J]^[TA,PB] = ^ (4.1) 
where A,B = 1,2 
If we put TA = 0 in the above equation the algebra reduces to two di-
mensional Poincare algebra with one additional U(l) generators. As stated 
earher also WZW models based on a group G are defined on a two-surface 
Y, by the action [15] :-
Swzw{9) = ^ / ^ rfV n^B AtA^'^ + Y ^ / B d^<^ e^p^A^'^A^^A'^'^ Ucof^^ 
(4.2) 
Here ^^ ' s are defined by the equation given below :-
g-'d^g = A^TA (4.3) 
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also B is a three manifold with boundary 9B = J2 and ^ is a map of Yl 
to R. Here Tyi's are generators of the group G satisfying the commutation 
relation 
[TA,TB] =/^BTD (4.4) 
f^B are the structure constants. In our case TA = {Pi,P2,Ti,T2, J}. In 
this case the non-zero structvure constants are 
/25 — /51 — /12 = /12 = 1 
/52 = /l5 = /21 = /21 = - 1 (4.5) 
Usually for semisimple group one can choose the bi-linear form Q,AB as 
^AB = f^cfEo (4.6) 
= TriTATe) (4.7) 
Q.AB is the KiUing metric for the group G. In our case it comes out to be 
of the following form 
QAR = 
/o 
0 
0 
0 
\ 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 \ 
0 
0 
0 
-2) 
(4.8) 
Determinant of this matrix vanishes and thus the KiUing form is degen-
erate. This is in general true if the group is non-semisimple. In such cases 
one might replace it by a symmetric, invariant and non-degenerate form Q.AB 
which satisfies 
f^B^CD + f^C^BD = 0 (4.9) 
we notice that the l.h.s of the equation is anti-symmetric for the inter-
change of B and C and thus is identically equal to zero for equal values of B 
and C. Correspondingly non-degenerate form of QAB is 
^AB 
/ x 0 0 0 0 \ 
0 a; 0 0 0 
0 0 -y y z 
0 0 y -y t 
\ 0 0 2 t vj 
(4.10) 
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with the condition that 
Also 
z + t — X 
l\ 0 0 
0 ^ 0 
fi-1 = fi^s = 
0 
0 
0 0 ^ ^ ^ 
0 
1 
0 0 ^ 
VO 0 I 0 / 
where 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
In order to write the action eq (4.2) expUcitly we have to find A's. For 
this we use the following parameterization of the group manifold :-
_ gaiPi+a2P2gUj+t. iTi+V2T2 (4.14) 
we make use of the following identity 
and 
a^e^ = C dx e'^daHe^^-'^'i" (4.16) 
here H is an operator, we compute daQ which is 
Jo j 
+e'^'^Pi[ [^ dx e^("-^+''^ ^i+^^^^)aa(uJ + viTi + V2T2) 
Jo 
Q(1-X){UJ+UITI+V2T2)^ 
[|'da;e("-^+''i^i+''^^^)] (4.17) 
where Xj is given by 
Xj= f rfa;e"S'^^*P,e(^-=^)S«i^^ (4.I8) 
JQ 
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At first let us solve eq (4.18), for which we change the variable x to y 
with the condition x — I — y. 
Xj = - e ^ " * ^ ' / dy e-y^^'^'FjC"^"^^' 
Substitute —y — t, we have —dy — dt, also use the following formula 
^XAB^-XA^B + ^{A,B] + ^[A,[A,B]] + ^[A,[A,[AB]]] + 
Using all these the value of Xj comes out to be 
Xj = e^'-^^iPj - ^^ i£ i i^ l±Z2l) (4.19) 
Substitute value fi:om eq (4.19) we have to eq (4.17) 
3 
i ^ 
The inverse of ^  is given as 
^ _ l ^ ^-uJ-viTi-V2T2^-Y,'HPi (^ 4 21) 
Thus we find g~^dag, which comes out to be 
{Tl+T2)daa2ai. ,UJ+VITI +ViT2 \ 
+gda{uJ + ViTi + V2T2) (4.22) 
After calculating g~^dag we compute the first term of action, eq (4.2). 
For which we make use of the given formula. 
A^A^'^QAB = {9-'do,9){9-'d-g) (4.23) 
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Thus we get :-
A^A^°'Q,AB = [{cosudaai — s'mudaa2)P\ + {cosudaa2 + sin wScaJPs 
+{do,u)J + {do^vi + ^ " ^ - ^'^)Ti + {d^V2 + ^^^ - ^'^)T2\ 
[{cosud°'ai - smud°'a2)P\ + {cosud'^a^ + smud°'ai)P2 + {d°'u)J 
+(a°ui + ^ ^ - ^ ^ ) T i + {d'^v. + ^ ^ - ^ ^ ) T 2 ] (4.24) 
For further calculations we will need the following traces:-
Tr{P,,P,)= r r ( P 2 , A ) = x 
Tr{J,T,)= Tr{T,,J)= z 
Tr{T2,J)= Tr{Jj2)= t 
Tr{TuT,)= Tr{T2,T2)= -y 
Tr{TuT2)= Tr{T2,T,)= y 
Tr{J, J)=v (4.25) 
Using these traces eq (4.24) reduces as 
+2t{d^u){d^V2 + 'J^-^) + 2y[{d^v,){d^V2) 
, e , . a ^ i ) ( a " a , a , ) ^ . , .(a"a,a.)(a°.a)j _ ^p^ ,^ ) (aa ,^ ) 
2 2 
ejk{daV2){d°'ajak) ejk{daajak){d°'V2). 
= x{daak){d°'ak) + xejkidauWajak) + v{dau){&'u) + 2u{dc,u){d''vy) 
+2t{dcu){d"v2) + 2y{daVi){d°V2) - 2y{d^Vk){d^Vk) (4.26) 
Now we have to calculate the second term of the equation of motion which 
is :-
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For this we use all the non-zero values of fi, i.e 
^ u = ^22 = a; , JI33 = ^44 = -y 
f^ 34 = fi43 = y , f^ 35 = ^^53= Z 
^45 = ^54 = t, ^55 = V 
and also the non-zero values of structure constants given by eq (4.5), 
Substituting these the second term simplifies as 
-xe^p^A^"A^^A^^ +xe0ajA^f^A"'A''^ +xec,p^A^''A^'^A^^ 
-ye^0^A''^A'^A^^+ ye^p.A'^'A'^A'^ +ye^p,A'^A'^A"^ 
-yeap-yA'^'^A^^A^'' -Ze^paA'-'^A'^A^'' +2e,;3aA'^A'^^'" 
-ye,^^>l^"yl2/J^47 +y,^^^^2a^l5^47 ^ye^^^A^^A'^A'^ 
-ye^p^A'^^A^^A^'' -te^^o^A^^ A^^ A'^ +U^0o.A''''A"^ A^"" 
+2t€ap-y{d^u){d^ai){d''a2) 
using eq (4.11) we get 
e^^A^-A^^A^T QcDfAB = exe^p^{d°u){d^a,){d-'a2) (4.27) 
Substituting the values of eq (4.26) and eq (4.27) in eq (4.2), it reduces 
to the following form :-
Swzwig) = — J cFa{x{daak){d°'ak) + xejkidau){d'^ajak) 
+v{dau){d"u) + 2z{dc,u)id"vi) + 2t{d^u){d''v2) + 2y{do^vi){d^V2) 
-y{daVk)id"vk)} + ^ ^ rf'^ 6 X e^„^a"[u(a^ai)(a^a2)] (4.28) 
we also use [9] the relation given below to change volume integral to 
surface integral :-
jd^yecp-yd\ ) = j (fxecpi....) (4-29) 
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Finally the complete form of action comes out to be :-
Swzwig) = -T- l(fcr{x{daak){d°'ak) + xejk{dc,u){d''ajak) 
+t;(aaw)(a"u) + 2z{dc.u){&'v^) + 2t{dc,u){d''v2) + 2y(a„i;i)(9%2) 
-y{daVk){d''vk) + i2€0^u{d^a{){d-^a2)) (4.30) 
By regarding this action as a cr-model action of the form 
S^ jd^a{GMNdo.X^d^X^ + iBMN^aad'^X^^d^X^) (4.31) 
We can read off the background space-time metric and the antisymmetric 
tensor field. In the coordinate base they are given up to multiplicative factors 
by GMN and BMN- The following calculations have to be done :-
S = /rfV{Gxi(a<,ai)(a"ai) + Gi2(aaaO(a"a2) + Gi3(a,.ai)(9%i) 
+Gii{dc.ax){d^V2) + Gi5(aaOi)(a"M) + G2i{dc.a2){d''a,) 
+G22idaa2)id°a2) + G2z{d^a2Wv,) + G2A{daa2){d"v2) 
+G25{daa2Wu) + G3i(a„i;i)(a"ai) + Gs2{daVi){d''a2) 
+G33(a„Ui)(a"Ui) + G3^{dc,V,){d^V2) + Gs,{d^Vi)id^u) 
+GnidaV2){d°'ai) + G^2{daVi){d^a2) + G,^{d^V2){d^v,) 
+G^A{daV2)id''v2) + G45{daV2){d°'u) + G5i(a„u)(a'^ai) 
+Gs2{dau){d"a2) + G53{dc,u){d''vi) + GM{dau){d''v2) 
+G55{daU){d°'u) 
Thus on comparing the above equation with eq (4.30), we get 
G MN 
( ^ 
0 
0 
0 
I S22. 
^ 2 
0 
X 
0 
0 
—xa^ 
2 
0 
0 
-y 
y 
z 
0 
0 
y 
-y 
t 
I 0 2 \ 
2 \ 
—xai 
2 
Z 
t 
V J 
(4.32) 
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and 
0 
'MN 
—go 
2 i 
0 
1 
9± 
2x 
2x 2 i 
V 0 0 
2x 
21 
2x 
2 2 
(-VV-t^) + ^ - ' - + ^ ^ 
xj/2 
2 2 
, a:ya, xyat 
{tz-yv)+—^ + —^ 
Ij/2 
1 
2x 
9± 
2x 
2 2 
{tz-yv)+—^ + —~i^ 
X3/2 
2 2 
1 
0 
i 
I 
i 
X 
oy 
(4.33) 
Also Bi2 = M, The dilation is constant because of the homogeneity of the 
group manifold. The corresponding space-time geometry is described by the 
following metric 
= GMNdX^dX^ (4.34) 
xa2da\du xaida2du 
ds^ 
ds' = xda\da\ + + xda2da2 
ds' = 
2 2 
—ydvidvi + ydvidv2 + zdvidu + ydv2dvi 
xa2dudai xaiduda2 
-ydv2dv2 + tdv2du -\ 
+zdudvi + tdudv2 + vdudu 
xdakdak — ydvkdvk + vdu^ + xejk{du)(dajak) 
+2zdudvi + 2tdudv2 + ydvidv2 + ydv2dvi (4.35) 
After calculating the space-time metric which is flat plane wave type with 
flat wave surfaces (as w,T;i,t;2=constant) we calculate the central charge of 
the theory which is given by the following formula [18] :-
c = 2L^^nAB (4.36) 
Where L^^ is invariant symmetric tensor defined by the given equation 
L^^{2ncB + I^CB) = S^ (4.37) 
Here KCB = fcofBE i^  ^^^ Killing form. Clearly L^^ is the inverse of the 
matrix {2Q,CB + I^CB)- After calculations L^^ comes out to be 
/ T 0 0 0 
0 0 
L^^ = 
0 i 
0 0 
0 0 
Vo 0 
-yv+v-V 
!/x2 
-yv+y+tz 
1 
-yv+y+tz 
yx^ 
-yv+y-t^ 
j / l 2 
1 
0 
1 
i 
X 
0 / 
(4.38) 
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Now the central charge is given as c = 2L'^^Q,AB- Considering the non-
zero values of QAB we have 
XX -yv + y-t^ -yv + y + tz z 
c = - + - + {-y){ 5 )+y{ ^ ) + -
X X yx^ yx^ x 
-yv + y + tz ^{-yv + y-z^) t z t 
+y{ 2 ) + (~y) 2 + - + - + -
2x2 ^ 2x2 + x^ 
x^ 
(4.39) 
We observe that the central charge comes out to be 5, which equals the 
dimension of the algebra under discussion. Again as it is an integer, we are 
dealing with bosonic conformal theory. The above construction is a direct 
generalization of Nappi and Witten's [15] result to five dimensions. The 
space-time described by the metric is homogeneous. It describes a plane-
wave type spa^e-time with the fiat wave sinface (if, t;i,i;2=constant). It's an 
example of non-semisimple algebra based conformal field theory in higher 
dimension. After the following discussion we would like to conclude the dis-
sertation and put sight on our futmre plans, which include the extension of 
the work further to higher dimensions (including both odd and even dimen-
sions). Groups having different structure of non-semisimple algebras (other 
than Nappi-Witten's type) will be considered in future. Thus we move on to 
the concluding chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
Finally we have arrived at the concluding chapter, after travelling some 
distance from introduction, which provided a brief knowledge of the devel-
opments in particle physics, the problem of unification of fundamental forces 
and it's possible solution by string theory. It also deals with the development 
of string theory and briefly discusses CFT and WZW models. A detailed pic-
ture on WZW model followed in chapter-2. Actually to address strong field 
effects in string theory, it is necessary to obtain exact solutions and study 
their properties. To explore the properties of a given solution one would Uke 
to know not only that a given background is an exact solution to the field 
equations, but also what the string states and interactions are in this back-
groimd. In other words one would like to know the corresponding conformal 
field theory explicitly. One case where this is known is the Wess-Zumino-
Witten (WZW) model. 
WZW models have been used since a long time to construct exact string 
backgrounds. The very reason that the WZW model are conformally invari-
ant makes them the main tool for constructing consistent string backgrounds. 
Infact conformal invariance is guaranteed by the afiine Sugawara construc-
tion (which is a generaUzed Virasoro Construction in which the currents are 
primary fields of conformal weight one). Providing relevant information on 
Sugawara construction is the second task of chapter-2. Now in contrast, the 
Sugawara construction uses the Killing form on the Lie algebra, every Killing 
vector on the spacetime gives rise to a conserved current on the string world 
sheet. The KiUing form is non-degenerate for the semisimple Lie algebras, so 
no problem axises in the Sugawara construction. But for non-semisimple case 
it is degenerate and one might think that the Sugawara construction is an 
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impossible task and hence the WZW model with exact string background is 
not possible in these cases. But our fear is baseless because another invariant 
bilinear form on the Lie algebra exists which is non- degenerate and which 
allows a Sugawara type construction. 
Infact asking for a Sugawara construction is equivalent to demanding that 
the Lie algebra possesses an invariant metric. In other words, using this other 
bihnear form, one constructs a solution of the Virasoro master equation with 
the additional property that all the currents are primary fields of conformal 
weight one. The WZW models share the properties that the Virasoro central 
charge is an integer equal to the dimensions of the Lie algebra. Insight on 
general Sugawara construction is the opening point of Chapter-3 which also 
discloses the ideas and work of Nappi-Witten for the construction of exact 
string backgrounds using non-semisimple groups. They showed that a WZW 
model based on central extension of the two-dimensional Euclidean group 
describes the homogeneous four-dimensional spacetime corresponding to a 
gravitational plane wave. The background is an exact solution to the (3 
function equation. The exact central charge agrees to one-loop beta function 
equations. 
The work of Nappi and Witten has been extended to five dimensions 
in chapter-4, showing again that non-semisimple algebra based conformal 
theories are possible. The space-time described by the metric is homoge-
neous. It describe's a plane wave space-time with the flat wave- surface 
(ii,ui,t;2=constant). The central charge comes out to be five, which equals 
the dimension of the algebra. 
The topics yet to be discussed in the dissertation are as follows. The con-
formal invariance of the model in both four and five dimensions haven't been 
checked. For this we have to verify the one loop beta function equations. 
One loop diagrams can also be computed which contribute to the beta func-
tion perturbatively. The value of the central charge have to be calculated 
perturbatively, which has to match the central charge obtained by the WZW 
and NW (Nappi-Witten) analysis. 
The representations of the Virasoro algebra must be constructed from the 
Verma module consisting of the highest weight state and the set of states by 
removing all null states and their descendants. The energy-momentum tensor 
must be obtained from affine Sugawara construction and must be compared 
by the one obtained from the conventional approach. 
As mentioned before we would Uke to extend the work to higher dimen-
sions, following the algebra similar to Nappi and Witten's case. Work will 
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also be done using the Heisenberg group if^j and centrally extended 2D de 
sitter algebra. Also cases with supersymmetry will be interesting to discuss. 
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